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NATURE OF LIFE AND CLASSIFICATION

(LIFE1L.LEC UPDATE: August 24, 2010)

What is life?
- Many forms, diversity of shapes, sizes and features.
- Need unifying characteristics common to ALL life forms
Characteristics
- metabolism: sum of all chemical reactions of organism
energy is transformed: stored and utilized
* anabolism (syntheses: energy requiring)
* catabolism (digestions/degradations: release energy)
sun (photochemical) -->chemical (ATP) -->tissues --> mechanical energy -->
decomposition (bacteria, CO2, inorganic nutrients)
- irritability: respond to external stimuli
e.g. light, gravity: trophism, taxes
- reproduction: cells beget cells
* mitosis: asexual replication
* meiosis: sexual/union of gametes
- cellular structure: common to all and easily observed
- interact with environment and adapt: (responses to change)
short-term: individual - physiological, non-genetic
immediate homeostatic reactions - thermoregulation
longer, short-term: acclimation (altitude, temp)
long-term: population - genetic
evolution and natural selection
- highly complex organization: compare to crystalline structure
CLASSIFICATION
Why classify organisms?
What is classification?
- may reflect real or artificial differences
- may reflect genetic relationships in living organisms
- maximize information content (vs. different name for each object)
- Aristotle: morphological scheme (by form)
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* all species viewed as immutable entities (no change, no history - divine creation)
* reflected in classification scheme
Hierarchical classification schemes
- maximize informational content by showing relatedness; relationships are suggested
- objects or events grouped by similarity, each member of a lower level shares all the
characteristics of the level immediately above
Hierarchical classification of life
Kingdom
Phylum or Division
Subphylum
Class
Order
Family
Genus
Species
Subspecies

Animalia
Chordata
Vertebrata
Mammmalia
Primates
Hominidae
Homo
Homo sapiens
Homo sapiens sapiens

Classifications
- 2 kingdom: Plantae, Animalia
- 3 kingdom: Plantae, Animalia, Monera
- 5 kingdom: Plantae, Animalia, Fungi, Monera, Protista
Classification of life
- Darwin: natural selection and evolution - mutable entities
- theory is reflected in classification
- phylogenetics: the evolutionary relatedness of organisms
- similarities to reflect evolutionary relatedness
- systematics: the study of relationships and classification
- taxonomy: the science of naming organisms
Kinds of evidence to suggest phylogenetics
- physical features: morphology
- ontogeny: embryological
* Ernst Haeckel - "Ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny."
- physiology
- genetic make-up
- behavior
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Taxonomy: naming species
- binomial nomenclature: every species is named with a two word name consisting of genus
and species names; second name is also called specific or descriptor.
- name is always underlined in manuscript; italics when published
- Carolus Linnaeus (1707 - 1778) Swedish naturalist
pre-Darwin: artificial classification
- 1758: Systema Naturae; 1753 Species Plantarum
- taxonomic units: taxa (pl.) or taxon (sing.) refer to any level of classification and unit defined
by term
e.g. class Vertebrata, species Homo sapiens
SCIENTIFIC METHODOLOGY (SCIMET1L.LEC UPDATE: August 24, 2010)
Objectives: to be able to apply scientific method and realize everyday use and development
of method in each individual with maturity.
Definition: A system of thinking for approaching and solving problems with limited bias.
Fit facts into conceptual schemes.
- limited to things which can be observed either directly or by indirect means. The physical
universe.
"Science rests upon the conviction that all events of the universe can be described by
physical theories and laws, and that we get the data with which to formulate these
theories through our senses"
- W. Keeton
- antithesis of science is faith: acceptance without physical evidence.
- What is amenable to scientific method?
* Any phenomenon which can be described physically.
* metaphysics?
* extratrerrestrial civilizations?
- science porceeds by disproof rather than proof
* alternative hypotheses
Flowsheet of scientific method:
- observation: a perceived phenomenon, event - direct or indirect
* electrical measurements, litmus
- bias: an innacuracy in observation, not intentional
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* inability to see all of some small object inability to distinguish # birds from
song/biased estimate: low
- correlation: relationship between 2 or more events, co-occurrence (spurious)
* pig-iron in UK 1875-1920 and birth rate in US
* # Baptist minist.-EtOH consumption in US cities < 10,000 population
- theory: conceptual scheme defining relationships, Occam's razor, amenable to revision:
Scientific creationism?
- hypothesis: question posed as statement, must be testable
* untestable in past or metaphysics
* alternative hypotheses
- experiment: test of hypothesis addressing only one element: two or more treatments experimental and control
- results/data: output of experiment, data - must be interpreted
- statistics: method of objectively interpreting results: uses probability theory
- conclusion: interpretation of experiment: feeds back on theory support or reject, modify
Statistics
- applying probability to determine if a result could be due to chance rather than the treatment
(hypothesis).
- hypothesis: that a coin is "fair" and that friend is honest: will make decision about friendship
based on statistical interpretation of hypothesis of coin fairness.
- when do you reject the hypothesis?
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# coin flips per trial
2
3
4
5

.5

.25

.125

.06

6

7

.03 . 017

.01

- Probabilities represent the probability of getting number of heads in a row due to chance.
* would expect to get 4 heads in a row an average of 3 trials out of 100 of 4 coin flips.
* applied to experiment gives probability that result is due only to chance. i.e. that the
hypothesis that the coin is fair is wrong and should be rejected along with theory that
friend is honest.
- Significance level: probability at which reject possibility that due to chance and not treatment
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difference. Differences between fields: set before performing experiment.
CHEMISTRY OF PROTOPLASM (CHEM1L.LEC UPDATE: August 24, 2010)
Introduction
- chemicals and chemical reactions make up living substances
Atomic Theory
- everything ia composed of atoms: ancient Greeks proposed
- different types of atoms are elements: properties due to no. of neutrons, protons and
electrons
- atoms are always in motion: amount of movement result of energy of the system
- slower = more tightly packed, faster more widely spaced collisions increase with energy
- no movement at absolute zero (0oK = -273.1oC)
- heat is form of energy, temperature is measure of energy
- changes in state due to energy s - l - g N2, O2
Atomic Structure
- nucleus: protons (+) plus neutrons (0)
- orbits or shells: electrons (-1)
- atoms are neutral charge and P = e- ions have difference in no. P and e- atomic number = no. protons (= no. electrons)
- atomic mass = number P+N (approximately - round to whole number)
Constructing Atoms
- atomic no. indicates no. P and e-; atomic wt = P+N
- electrons placed in energy (shell model) levels with sublevels (orbitals) starting with
innermost
and filling each 2,8,8
Element
Atomic No.
Atomic Wt.

H
1
1.008

Na
11
22.990

Cl
17
35.435

F
9
18.998

lose
gain

1
1

1
7

7
1

7
1

- atoms have a tendency to complete their outermost shells
- chemical reactions are the result of interaction of electrons in outermost shells of atoms
- electrons are shared or donated, taken
- atoms with similar outer shells behave the same in reactions
- inert gases have all shells filled
Forming Molecules: two or more atoms bonded together
- diatomic or compound molecules
- two types of bonding; difference is in how the electrons are shared
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- two types of bonding
Ionic Bonding: unequal sharing
- ionic bonds can break, depending upon environment, to yield ions (no. P unequal to e-)
- electron negative and electropositive atoms
- form polar molecules
- ionization occurs in polar solvents
- atoms separate or dissociate to form ions
- examples:
NaCl --> Na+ + ClHCl ---> H+ + ClKCl ---> K+ + ClNaF, HF
- H+ is acid: tendency of molecule to donate H+ is strength
Covalent Bonding
- more stable bonds between atoms with not great difference in electronegativity
- atoms shared between atoms
- may be polar or non-polar
- stable in water: not in nonpolar solvents
- examples:
.
..
..
..
Element
.C.
:O.
.P.
.N.
.

.

.

.

..
:S.

.

Atomic No.
Atomic Wt.

6
12.011

8
15.994

15
30.974

7
14.007

16

lose
gain

4
4

6
2

5
3

5
3

6
2

- if no. electrons in outer shell differ by 5 or more will form covalent bond
- non-polar if electronegativity close or same
- can form multiple bonds
- examples:
. .
. ..
.C::C.
.C:O.
methane ammonia
.

H

.

. ..

H
|
C
|
H

H

C=C
H
H
ethene

H C=C H
acetylene

H
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H

H-N-H
|
H

- polar covalent bonds:
H O
| ||
H-C-C-OH
|
H

O-H, N-H, S-H, P-H
vinegar
acetic acid

Hydrogen Bonding
- water with H (1) and O (8) bound at angle of 105.5o
- forms polar (dipole) molecule with pos. and neg. end
- responsible for properties: viscosity, solvent, surface tension, heat capacity
- waters of hydration
pH
- measure of hydrogen ion concentration (neg. log)
- [H+][OH-] = 1.0 x 10-14 moles/l
- pH 1 = 1.0 x 10-1; pH 14 = 1.0 x 10-14
acidic
neutral
basic
_______________________________________________
1
7
14
- CO2 and carbonated beverage example of a buffer system
CO2 + H2 <--> H2CO3 <--> H+ + HCO3- <--> H+ + CO3-2
- reversible with addition of H+
Carbon Chemistry (Organic Chemistry): carbon bearing molecules of organic origin
- will review the building blocks of larger molecules
Carbohydrates
- important class: building blocks are sugars (monosaccharides)
- energetics
-CHOH
CH2O
- glucose, sucrose, starch, cellulose, glycogen, carbon backbones of other molecules
- generally soluble in H2O due to polar covelent bonds
- called hydrophilic: attracted to water
- take in diet and breakdown to component sugars (digestion)
- soda cracker example of breakdown - Fun with bodies I
- example:
H H H O H H
| | | || | |
H-C-C-C-C-C-C-H
| | | | |
HOHOH OHOH
- longer chains formed by linking monosaccharides by either alpha or beta bonds
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- monosaccharide sugars: 6C (glucose, fructose, galactose); 5C (ribose, deoxyribose)
- disaccharides: maltose (glu-glu), lactose (glu-gal), sucrose (glu-fru)
- polysaccharides: starch, cellulose, glycogen, chitin (has N)
Lipids (triglycerides and steroids)
- oily and waxy: fats, wax, steroids
- long chain nonpolar covalent bonds: hydrophobic - repels water
- has carboxyl group (-COOH) on one end
- found as two subunits: glycerol (alcohol) and fatty acid
- triglycerides: glycerol + fatty acids
H
O H H H H H H H H H H H H
|
|| | | | | | | | | | | | |
H-C-O--C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-H
|
| | | | | | | | | | | |
|
H H H H H H H H H H H H
|
O H H H H H H H H H H H H
|
|| | | | | | | | | | | | |
H-C-O--C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-H
|
| | | | | | | | | | | |
|
H H H H H H H H H H H H
|
O
|
||
H-C-O--C-R
|
|
H
H
- saturated and unsaturated
- steroids: hormones, cholesterol (hydrophobic)
- phospholipids: important in membranes - have hydrophobic and hydrophilic ends
Proteins
- very diverse group with many functions
- important as structural and enzymatic molecules
- two general structures (classes): fibrous and globular
* fibrous: insoluble in water
elongated to form strong fibers
structural: collagen, elastic (tendons, cartilage), keratin (hair), myosin
(contractile muscle), fibrin (blood)
* globular: soluble in water
enzymes: catalysis (amylase, proteases, etc.)
transport: heme groups
storage: seeds
immunity: immunoglobulins (antibodies) gamma globulin
hormones: insulin, growth hormone
- building blocks are amino acids
- 20 kinds
R

O

carboxyl group
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R

O

| ||
H - N - C - C - OH
ammine group
|
|
H
H

|
||
H - N - C - C - OH
|
|
H
H

hydrolysis = breaking bonds (add H2O)
dehydration or condensation (remove H2O)
- R group H = gylcine, CH3 = alanine, 2(CH3) = valine, S containing: cysteine (CH2-SH),
methionine
- form peptide bond by dehydration reaction (remove water)
- polypeptides: order of amino acids and length of chain
- numbers of combinations of amino acids: n20
- example for two amino acid length chain: 220
- structure
* 1o order or sequence of amino acids
* 2o coiling or pleating (H-bonding)
* 3o folding of coil or pleat (H-bonding and S-S bonds)
* 4o 2 or more polypeptide strands (H- and S-S bonding)
- factors affecting structure:
* pH, temperature, chemicals
* enzyme can be inactivated by temp and pH
* e.g. permanent waves in hair
- denaturation: permanent change in 2o,3o,4o structure
* chemical, heat, mechanical
* e.g. cooking, beating eggs
* can be reversed under some conditions
Enzymes
- catalysis: enzyme not changed but causes reaction - recycled
- can form covalent bonds among substrates
- cause reactions to occur at biological temperatures which would require high temp. to occur
in vitro by orienting molecules
- nearly all reactions in metabolism require enzymes
- lock and key model for enzyme function
* enzymes requiring co-factors + protein apoenzyme
Mg+2, Cl-, metalloenzymes, coenzymes
- coupled to ATP
- active sites on enzymes
- any change in structure may affect activity of enzyme
- pH, temperature may affect structure hence activity
- enzymes and proper environments:
enzyme
site
pH
salivary amylase
mouth
7.7
peptidase
stomach
1.0 - 2.0
lipase, amylase
intestine
8.5
- homeostasis important for proper enzyme function
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PHYSICAL PHENOMENA & BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
Diffusion: tendency of molecules to move from areas of higher concentration to areas of lower
concentration until "uniformly" distributed.
- movement due to heat energy
- effect of increase and decrease in energy
Marbles in box example
- begin tightly packed: low entropy
- each travel straight path until interrupted by collision
- become randomly and "evenly" distributed
- equal concentration throughout the system
- will appear to move from high to low concentration area
- rate of diffusion increases with temperature
- liquids, gases, solids (ice) e.g. odor, dye in water, dye in ice,
- concentration gradient: difference in particles per unit volume within a system
Osmosis: diffusion of water across a semi-permeable membrane
- solute: particles dissolved in medium
- solvent: medium in which solute dissolved
- think in terms of solvent concentration
- place semi-permeable membrane between solutions
- tonicity
* hypertonic: concentration of solute greater
* hypotonic: concentration of solute less
* isotonic: concentration of solute the same
* direction of mass diffusion of water determined by this relationship
Examples in biological systems
- passive movement of water across a membrane
- plasmolysis: bursting of cell due to hypertonic contents
- crenation: shrinking due to loss of sater to hypertonic environment
- cell wall and leaf support: plant wilting
- osmotic pressure
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CELLS: CELL THEORY, STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION
(CELLS1L.LEC UPDATE: August 24, 2010)
LEVELS OF BIOLOGICAL ORGANIZATION
Biosphere
Biome
Ecosystem
Community
Population
Organism
Organ system
LIFE
Organ
Tissue
Cell
Subcellular ----------Aggregate
Molecules
Atoms
- hierarchical organization
Trends
- increase in order and complexity
- cooperative systems
- specialization of cell functions: loss of "completeness" of single celled organism
CELL THEORY
- all life is composed of cells
- smallest functional unit: has all characteristics of life
- e.g acellular (single-celled organisms) or cell of metazoan Amoeba, Paramecium ,liver cell,
muscle cell
Aspects of cellular structure
-surface area to volume relationship
* diffusion limited exchange of gas and nutrients
* imposes limit on maximum size of cells
* exchange at cellular level (aquatic, terrestrial solutions)
* larger metazoans develop vascular system
dimensions
1x1x1
2x2x2
4x4x4

area
6
24
96

volume
1
8
64

- compartmentalization
* replacement of damaged cells (parts): limits extent of damage
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ratio
6:1
3:1
3:2

* specialization of cells by packaging necessary components for a particular function
together: increased efficiency
* specialization of cells increases diversity of functions of organism
* degree of cellular specialization increases with complexity of organism

degree of cell
specialization

_________________________
complexity of organism
development of organism

- growth by discrete units
* cells divide and then increase in size
CELL STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION
Procaryotes (before nucleus)
- bacteria and photosynthetic cyanobacteria
- no membrane-bound subcellular structures
- lack nucleus, have nucleoid - DNA area
- possess plasma membrane, cytoplasm and ribosomes
- most have cell wall
- cyanobacteria have infolding of plasma membrane: photo sites
Eucaryotes
- distinct nucleus and membrane bound subcellular organelles
- endomembranous system for transport of synthates
- all plant and animal cells
- successful in evolving multicellular forms
- more diversity due to specialization of cell functions
Eucaryote Cell Structure
- protoplasm divided into nucleus and cytoplasm
Cell (plasma) membrane
- function: to regulate passage of substances in and out of the cell
- phospholipids
* phosphate group on fatty acid
* hydrophilic head and hydrophobic tails
* tails attract each other in water to form micelle
* forms sphere (min. surface area) with heads outward
“Typical” Plant and Animal Cells
13
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- fluid mosaic model of membrane structure
* phospholipid bilayer with embedded proteins
* sol-gel states: can change e.g amoeboid phagocytosis
* hydrophobic zone bars movement of most water-soluble substances
* forms hydrophobic barrier between aqueous inner and outer environments
* some membrane proteins regulate water-soluble substance flow
* some proteins are enzymes, other receptor sites
Nucleus
- function: to direct all the activities of the cell (synthesis and reproduction)
- contains DNA and RNA
- surrounded by nuclear envelope
- channels of envelope penetrate cytoplasm and participate in the endomembranous transport
system
Nucleolus
- function: assembles ribosomes needed for the synthesis of proteins
- contains RNA precursors to ribosomes
- present only in resting cell between divisions
- discuss more with protein synthesis
Vacuoles
- functions:
* contractile vacuoles in protozoans - water balance
* feeding - food vacuoles
* central vacuole in plants
- storage for ions and metabolic products (amino acids, sugars)
- main function to increase cell size and turgidity
- membrane bound chambers in cytoplasm
Vesicles
- function: transport materials throughout cytoplasm and to outside of cell
- can be produced by endomembranous system and fuse with membranes
Endoplasmic Reticulum
- function: intracellular transport of materials
- membrane channel system with sacs which communicates with nuclear envelope
- rough ER
* ribosomes present and site of protein synthesis
* proteins may enter cisternal space, assume folded shapes and complex with carbohydrates.
lipids, etc
* pinched off as vesicles which are secretory or may enter smooth ER
- smooth ER
* several functions
* accepts and modifies and transports proteins from rough ER
* produces steroids in certain cells
* conducts impulses in muscle cells
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* breakdown of energy rich glycogen and lipids
* synthesis of lipids
Golgi complex/apparatus
- function: packages secretions, manufactures lysosomes
- stacked sacs and vesicles
Microtubules
- function:
* provide structural support, role in cell movement
* components of centrioles, cilia, flagellae
- nonmembranous - hollow, spirally arranged tubes, walls of protein
Microfilaments
- function: structural support, role in cell movement
- nonmembranous rod-like structures of contractile protein
Centrioles
- function: mitotic spindle forms from these in animal cell
- nonmembranous pair of hollow cylinders in centrosome region, each of nine triple
microtubules
Lysosomes
- function: contains hydrolytic enzymes to digest foreign particles and malfunctioning
structures
- fuse with vesicles or vacuoles and release contents to inside
- continuously produce membrane to confine enzymes
Mitochondria
- function: aerobic respiration and formation of ATP
- inner structure of infolding membranes with enzymes necessary for reactions arranged on
membranes
- dozens to thousands present in a cell
- especially high concentrations in rapidly growing and high energy requiring cells
Flagellae and Cilia
- function: locomotory organelles
* locomotion for small independent cells e.g sperm, flagellates
* move fluids over fixed cells e.g respiratory tract, sponges
- 9 + 2 microtubular structure
PLANT CELLS ONLY
Cell Wall
- function: rigid surrounding for cell
- fibrous of cellulose carbohydrate
- porous: freely permeable to water and solutes
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- expansion of cell membrane against wall produces turgor pressure
- guard cells, etc.
- bound together by pectens
- ripening causes pectens to break down
Chloroplasts
- function: photosynthesis
- contain all enzymes necessary for photosynthesis and photorespiration including chlorophyll
and caretenoids
Cell Specialization
- more complex organisms have cells specialized to perform specific tasks with efficiency.
- differences in cell structure include cell organelle composition and density.
* structural
- connective tissue: collagen (RNA and ribosome rich)
- sclerenchyma: woody lignified tissue
* locomotory
- epithelial: cilia and flagellae of respiratory tract
- Volvox, etc.
* mechanical
- muscle: mitochondria
* synthetic
- mitochondria, Golgi apparatus
* high energy demand
- retinal cells
ENERGETICS: PHOTOSYNTHESIS/CELL RESPIRATION
(ENERG1L.LEC UPDATE: August 24, 2010)
Energetics: processing/flow of energy through cells - metabolism
- all metabolism at the cellular level
- cell powered by chemical energy derived from sun and put through number of conversion
steps (transformation and transfer)
- energy is transferred into the bonds of the compound ATP (by phosphorylation) which is
then used to power enzyme coupled reactions
* phosphorylation: inorganic phosphate group is bonded to ADP (adenosine
diphosphate) with energy derived from the breakdown of sugar during cell respiration
to produce a molecule of ATP (adenosine triphosphate)
enzyme
ADP + P -----------------------> ATP
* ATP-enzyme coupled reactions: ATP (adenosine triphosphate) cleaves off one
inorganic phosphate group releasing the energy in the bond and transferring the energy
to carry out the function of the enzyme
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enzyme
ATP ------------------------> ADP + P + energy
- overall energetics scheme
SUN

mechanical
(walking)
chemical
(syntheses)

ATP

ADP + P
electrical
(nerves)
active transport
(cell membrane)
osmotic
(kidney)
PHOSPHORYLATION

- energy captured and transformed is used to confer and maintain order in biological
systems
- Rule-of-thumb: biological systems always take the energetically favorable or "cheapest"
pathway
PLASMA MEMBRANE TRANSPORT
- movement of materials across the plasma membrane
- differentially permeable: some ions, lipids, water travel across it freely
- membrane protein transport systems govern other molecules
- passive and active transport systems
Passive transport systems
- simple diffusion:
*
rate affected by temperature, size, concentration, not effective over long distances
*
accounts for greatest volume of substances moved across cell membrane
- facilitated diffusion
*
lipid insoluble ions and molecules move down gradient in way such that rate increases
due to assistance in form of hydrophilic pores in membrane
- bulk flow
* pressure gradient across membrane in response to an osmotic gradient
* water moves at rapid diffusion rates
* transport of organic molecules in plants
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Active transport system
- necessary when
*
ions which must be moved in and out of cell faster than allowed by diffusion
*
must move in an energetically unfavorable direction ("up" a concentration gradient)
- Na+, K+ ions (sodium/potassium pump of nerve membranes)
& calcium pump of muscle cells
- involves binding to matrix proteins and ATP/enzyme coupling with transfer of energy from
ATP to enzyme and reaction
- as much as 70% of cell ATP may be spent on active transport
PHOTOSYNTHESIS
- radiant energy from the sun is captured and converted (transformed) into chemical bonds
(chemical bond energy) of sugars produced by photosynthesis
- termed "carbon fixation" as carbon atoms are incorporated into complex biological molecules
- photosynthetic pigment, chlorophyll, receives photon (light) and releases energy of electrons
to initiate light dependent reaction and provide the energy for photosynthesis
* chlorophyll absorbs blue and red components of "white light" from the sun
- two sets of reactions
* light dependent (photolysis) in which water (H2O) is split to produce H+ ions and O2
light independent reactions
* light independent (Calvin-Benson cycle) in which energy derived from "light"
reaction is used to synthesize sugar (glucose) molecule
* overall equation
light
6 CO2 +12 H2O -------------> 6 O2 + C6H12O6 + 6 H2O
chlorophyll
* reactants of water (12) and carbon dioxide (6)
* products of glucose (1), oxygen (6) and water molecule (6)
|
|
|
|
|
|________________________
400
500
600
700
blue
green
red
CELLULAR RESPIRATION
absorption spectrum
of chlorophyll

- same process in both plant and animal cells
- conversion (transformation) of energy, ultimately derived from the sun, which is stored in
chemical bonds of carbohydrates (sugars, starch, glycogen..)
- overall process is to break chemical bonds in sugars and transfer the energy to bonds in
ATP
- two components to the process are located in different parts of the cell
* glycolysis (cytoplasmic respiration)
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- occurs in the cytoplasm
- does not require O2 (anaerobic respiration)
- breaks the glucose (6 carbon chain) sugar producing shorter 2 carbon
fragments (acetyl co-enzyme A)
- produces 2 molecules of ATP, net, per sugar molecule
* oxidative respiration (Krebs cycle, citric acid cycle)
- carried out within the mitochondria
- acts on 2 carbon chain acetyl co-enzyme A
- requires O2 (aerobic respiration)
- through linkage to the electron transport system (ETS) produces a total of 36
ATP molecules
* oxidative respiration produces 18 times the amount of ATP per glucose molecule (36
ATP) as glycolysis (2 ATP)
- in the absence of O2 cells complete the anaerobic respiration of glucose by fermentation
* animal cells
- 2 lactic acid molecules are produced per glucose yielding the energy of 2 ATP
- lactic acid is stored and converted back into the acetyl co-enzyme A when O2
is again available and sent through oxidative respiration in mitochondria
* yeast cells
- 2 CO2 molecules and 2 ethanol molecules (CH3CH2OH) and energy of 2 ATP
are produced per glucose molecule
PLANT BIOLOGY

(PLANTS1L.LEC UPDATE: August 24, 2010)

Represent both the largest and oldest individuals on earth
Plant Requirements: problems to be solved by plants
- organic nutrients
- inorganic nutrients
- support
- anchoring (maintaining position in habitat)
- gas exchange
- waste elimination
- water acquisition
- desiccation resistance
- reproduction
- dispersal
Plant Adaptations: features which allow existence in different environments
- examine adaptations of plants to different types of habitats
- plant life began in benign aquatic environment
- trace evolution of groups by examining extant species
- long term response to environmental stimuli
- extant plants reflect past adaptations
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Trends in plant evolution
- single simple to multicellular complex organization
- aquatic to terrestrial
- small to large size
- increased reproductive success in co-evolution with animals
- life cycle of dominant sporophyte and parasitic gametophyte
Evolution of Plant Characteristics
AQUATIC
PRIMITIVE
TERRESTRIAL
________________________________________________________________
GROUP
algae
bryophytes
vascular
mosses
angio, gymno.
ANCHORING
| float
rhizoids
roots
| holdfast
roots
|
SUPPORT
| buoyancy
turgor
woody tissues
| fat, gas
herbaceous
|
GAS EXCHANGE | diffusion
indiv./mem.
stomata
| in water
some stomata
specialized
| indiv./mem.
|
NUTRIENT
| diffusion
indiv./mem.
roots
UPTAKE
| in water
simple cond.
active uptake
| indiv./mem.
cells
cond. cells
|
DESICCATION | aquatic
cuticle
cuticle, bark
|
WATER
| aquatic
indiv. mem.
cond. cells
|
simple. cond.
|
cells
|
REPRODUCTION | motile sperm
motile sperm
wind,
| & currents
water req.
animal vectors
|
flowers, embryos
|
DISPERSAL
| motile spores
currents
wind,
| & currents
water req.
animal vectors
|
fruits
(optional)
|
_____________|__________________________________________________
LIFE CYCLE
| separate 1N/2N
sep. 1N/2N
1N in 2N
| 1N dom.-> equal 2N domin.
2N domin.
|
embryos
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CLASSIFICATION OF PLANTS
Thallophyta (non-vascular)
- algae
- bryoyphytes
Embryophyta (vascular)
- ferns and allies: non seed-bearing
- gymnosperms: conifers/naked seeds
- angiosperms: flowering and seed-bearing
* monocots: parallel veined, single cotlyedon, flower parts in multiples of 3
* dicots: branching veins, two cotyledons, flower parts in multiples of 4, 5 or 6
PLANT STRUCTURE AND PHYSIOLOGY
Nutrition
- energy provided by photosynthesis: organic molecules (sugars)
- inorganic nutrients dissolved in water are obtained by imbibement (NO3-, PO4-, Fe+2, Mg+2,
Ca+2)
Plant Structure
- organs with specific functions
* leaves: photosynthesis
* stems: transport (translocation)
* meristems: growth regions (apical, lateral, root, cork and vascular cambium)
* roots: anchor and uptake of nutrients and water
Leaves
- primary photosynthetic organ
- shape and size adapted to environment
* needles: environmental extremes of heat, cold
* spines: shade, air turbulence, defense
* leaf hairs: shading
* thick cuticles: desiccation
* succulence: water storage
* stomata: gas exchange while minimizing water loss - cryptostomata, stomatal hairs,
top or lower surface
* shade adapted: larger surface area with increased concentration of chloroplasts
Structure of Leaf - cross section
cuticle
upper epidermis
palisade parenchyma
spongy parenchyma
lower epidermis
cuticle
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- movement of gasses in and out of leaves
* concentration gradients across the stomata and near the surface of the leaf affect the
rate and direction of diffusion of gasses
* gases move by diffusion in and out of the plant through the stomata
* transpiration: loss of water through stomata by evaporation necessary to carry out
photosynthesis
* guard cells regulate amount of gas exchange - surround stomata to control opening
and closing
- two form opening of stoma
- sensitive to CO2 and2O concentrations
- operate by turgor pressure (osmosis)
- abundant chloroplasts
- at low CO2 conc. (active photosyn.) K+ actively transported into cell, water
follows = stoma opens
- at high CO2 conc. (dark) no K+ uptake and water out = stoma closes
- desiccation stress depletes water and stomata close
- bulliform cells determine the contour of the blades of grass to reduce the rate of desiccation
* shrink in size in response to desiccation stress
* causes blade of grass to curl along long axis
Conductive Tissues (vascular plants) and Fluid Transport
- materials carried in fluids: organic translocation & inorganic nutrient uptake
- formed by vascular cambium (meristematic area)
Xylem
- translocation of water and dissolved inorganic nutrients up from the roots
- dead hollow tubes: vessel members and tracheids
- lignin impregnated walls for structural support of plant
- forms wood when vessels fill with lignin
- transport theories
* cohesion theory
- transpiration and photosynthesis removes H2 from leaves
- H-bonding creates cohesion and results in pull
* root pressure theory
- active transport of inorganic solutes across root concentration gradient (ATP)
- H2O follows and is "pushed" up
- evidence of cut off stump and cyanide poisoning
Phloem
- translocation of organic nutrients from leaves to other regions of the plant
- sieve tubes and companion cells
- sieve end plates and enucleate
- companion cells nucleate
- transport theories
* pressure flow theory
- source area of sugar production with high osmotic concentration and sink
where used and low concentration produces osmotic pressure gradient
- sucrose translocated through phloem to sink where used in respiration
- radio tagged carbon followed from leaves through vascular system
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- protoplasmic streaming mechanism implicated
Arrangement of Tissues
- all tissues derived from the vascular cambium by differential cell division
- differences in monocots and dicots, stem and root
- vascular bundles in monocots
- stems
* monocots: scattered vascular bundles
* dicots: bundles arranged in ring
- primary growth from bundles and ground tissue
- secondary growth as meristematic tissue between bundles and within bundles becomes
active
REPRODUCTION
- objective is to continue the population
- natural selection: most successful reproduce most
- two modes: sexual (maximum population variability) and asexual (least population
variability)
- different amounts of variability in each mode: sexual = maximum population variability,
asexual = least population variability
Asexual (vegetative propagation)
- advantage of rapid propagation of clones provides for rapid exploitation of a resource spread of cover
- growth from meristematic regions: nodes produce adventitious roots
- disadvantage of cloning: all individuals are genetically identical with no variability in
population: little ability for long-term adaptation (evolution)
Sexual
- advantage of increased variability of population and ability to respond to environmental
change
- union of germ cells (gametes) from separate plants to form zygote and propagules (seed)
- disadvantage of the uncertainty of getting gametes together for fertilization
- reproductive structure of angiosperms is called inflorescence (flower), conifers have cones
(strobila)
Conifers
- ovulate (pistillate/female) cone is larger, produces ovules and holds embryos = female,
larger
- staminate (male) cone produces microscopic pollen
- wind borne pollen sticks to area at edge of each scale of ovulate cone
- pollen tube germinates from pollen grain and penetrates to ovule
- fertilization follows endosperm develops and resistant seed coat
- developing embryo is protected within cone until maturity
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Angiosperms
- floral structure
petals
anther
ovule
stigma
pistil
receptacle
stamen
carpel
filament
style
sepal
ovary
- all floral parts are modified leaves
- incomplete flowers are either male of female: have only stamens or pistils
* monoecious (one house): same plant with both sexed flowers
* dioecious (two houses): separate sexed plants
Pollination
- pollen grain germinates, grows down style to ovule
- double fertilization and development of embryo and endosperm
- cotyledons and embryo form seed
Flower Types
- energetics: maximum energy is allocated to reproduction
* energy available to the plant (photosynthesis) is partitioned among all plant functions
- the structure of the flower reflects the mode of pollination
to maximize reproductive success
- conspicuous flowers
* tend have animal pollination vectors
* coevolution of plants and animals
* in some cases association with a particular pollinator is obligate for reproduction of
both the plant and the animal
* bird pollinated flowers tend to red, insect toward blues/yellow with UV
* nectar and scent are energy spent to attract animals pollinators
* shape of flower aids pollination by controlling the movements of the pollinator
e.g. Orphys orchid stamen resembles female wasp.
* males emerge from pupae before females
* attempt to copulate with stigma and effect pollination
* natural selection for stigma shape
e.g. nasturtiums have nectary at end of long tube which causes pollinator to
reach over stigma and deposit pollen
* natural selection for nectaries
e.g. bird of paradise has blues and orange-yellow colors to attract bees
* energetics: benefits of outcrossing and predictable fertilization, outweighs cost of
producing features to attract pollinators
- inconspicuous flowers (small, not colored)
* grasses, oaks
* wind pollinated
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FRUITS
- ripened ovaries and/or seed, may be receptacle
- fleshy structures with sugar, carbohydrates
- dispersal mechanism coevolved with animals
- horticulture has developed into large structures of present day
Types
- simple: single flower or ovary
* pomes: whole ripened ovary (carpels and seeds) - apple (rose family), orange
* drupes: single ripened carpel - cherry, plum, olive
* nut: dried fruit and seed - almonds, walnuts
- aggregate or multiple
* berry: ovaries of a single flower (one receptacle)
* pineapple: ovaries of several flowers grown together
DISPERSAL
- carry propagules to new or unoccupied areas, short or long distance
- vectors of wind, water and animals
- distance varies with size of seed and the type of vector
- types of dispersal
* wind
- light seeds with wings, parachutes - dandelions, milkweed, pine nuts
* animal
- burs - fox tails, bur clover
- seeds in mud - grasses
- nuts buried and not retrieved (squirrel and fox)
- berries eaten and defecated by birds, others
e.g.Thrushes (Turdus spp.) eat receptacle of roses, swallow seeds and
void in inviable state, the Hawfinch (Coccothraustes coccothraustes)
harvests feces, ingests seeds and voids in viable state
e.g. Mistle toe (Viscum album) has individual sticky seeds, birds rub off
bill onto crevice in tree bark, germinates and grows. Some trees have
defensive growths that attempt to dislodge the seed.
e.g.Ruminants pass intact seeds which are in dung and germinate
e.g. Harvester ants deposit seeds to feed to young, seeds that germinate
are removed and moved to "courtyard", may then establish
* fire
- release of seeds following fires which enrich soil and remove competitors
- cones release after burning: lodgepole pine stands
- chaparral seeds only germinate after fire cracks coat
- fire "blows" which disperse seeds
* water
- oceanic and river movement of seeds
* man has dispersed many species for economic reasons, some good and some with
disastrous results
- e.g. hemp (Cannabis)growing along tracks of railroad in midwest
- e.g. Opuntia in Australia
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LIFE HISTORY TRAITS
- partitioning of energy in life history or organisms
- consider: structure, maintenance, reproduction
- consider: predictability of environment
- applies to animals as well as plants
Annuals
Perennials
________________________________________________________
|
|
seeds
| small, many
| few, large
|
|
fruits
| present
| present
|
|
dispersal
| long,wind
| short,animal
|
|
structure
| herbaceous
| woody
|
|
growth
| fast
| slow
|
|
habitat
|disturbed
| stable
| turn-over
|
|
|
competitive
|low
|high
ability
|
|
|
|
defensive
|none
|many
mechanisms
|
|
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ANIMAL (HUMAN) PHYSIOLOGY

(ANPHYS1.LEC UPDATE:August 24, 2010)

Overview: to examine organ systems of human body as representative of vertebrates
- organs systems to be examined
* digestion: nutrients broken down to building blocks to be absorbed and utilized in
metabolism
* respiration: exchange of gases - from atmosphere to cell
* excretion: elimination of endproducts of metabolism
* circulation: movement of gases and materials
CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
- closed system: all circulating blood is within vessels (open system in arthropods)
- cardiac, pulmonary and systemic divisions
- must deliver and remove materials and gases for all cells
- communicates between the external environment and cells
Cardiac Circulation
- two halves to the cardiac pump: pulmonary (right side) and systemic (left side)
- deoxygenated (right side) and oxygenated (left side) blood
- receiving (atria) and sending/pumping (ventricles) chamber for each side
- one-way valves prevent backflow between the chambers
- foramen ovale (hole in septum between atria) closes at birth
- timing of contraction of the different areas (chambers) of the heart are controlled to
coordinate the pump
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Heart Anatomy
1. pulmonary artery

2. superior vena cava
3. pulmonary veins
4. pulmonary semi-lunar valve
5. right atrium
6. right atrioventricular valve (tricuspid)
7. right ventricle
8. inferior vena cava
9. aortic arch
10. pulmonary veins
11. left atrium
12. aortic semi-lunar valve
13. left atrioventricular valve (bicuspid)
14. left ventricle
15. septum
16. dorsal aorta
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Control of Cardiac Cycle
- depolarization, electrical change involving the muscle membranes, precedes muscle
contraction
- a wave of depolarization flows over the heart causing contraction
- structures
* sino-atrial node (S.A.)
* atrio-ventricular node (A.V.)
* bundles of His
* Purkinje fibers
* vagus nerve
* sympathetic fibers
- the path of the wave of depolarization
* initiated within the sino-atrial node (S.A. node): myogenic
* moves relatively slowly over the "top" of the heart (atria) from right to left
* delayed for approximately 0.6 seconds at the atrio-ventricular node (A.V. node)
separating the contraction of the atria from the ventricles
* when the impulse is released by the AV node the impulse then moves very rapidly
through the bundles of His and the Purkinje fibers such that the stimulus for
muscle contraction arrives at all areas of the ventricles nearly simultaneously
* the ventricles then contract all at once and forcefully to eject blood under pressure
from the heart
- a refractory period, during which a new heart contraction cannot be initiated, follows for
0.3 seconds after contraction
- heart rate regulated by the Cardiac Control Center (CCC) of the medulla oblongata of the
brain and is communicated to the heart via parasympathetic (slow rate) nerves (vagus
nerve) and sympathetic (increase rate) nerves
* two systems are antagonistic (mutually inhibitory) and "fight" for dominance
* vagus nerve inhibits initiation of a stimulus by the SA node
* sympathetic nerves increase stimulus
E.K.G.: electrocardiogram
- changes in skin resistance caused by depolarization of the heart is measured and
electronically interpreted to monitor the pattern of contraction of the heart

P
QRS
T
P
QRS
T
* P = atrial depolarization; * QRS complex = ventricular depolarization
* T = ventricular repolarization * atrial depolarization is "masked" by electrical
activity of ventricles
Systemic Circulation
- vessels have 3 layers: (1) outer connective tissue, (2) middle smooth muscle, & (3) thin
inner endothelium
- outer and middle layers make vessels impermeable to water movement
- capillaries are permeable because consist only of endothelium
- blood flow through veins
* veins less rigid and are collapsed, or massaged, normally by contraction of skeletal
muscles
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* blood forced through the veins due to unidirectional (one-way) valves and muscular
"massaging"
- blood flow through arteries
* blood is pumped (forced) through the arteries by contraction of the heart
* flow pattern is from (1) arteries to (2) arterioles to (3) capillary beds to (4) venules
to (5) veins
- levels of exchange
* exchange of materials and gasses occurs across the capillaries
* capillaries <--> intercellular fluid (between cells) <--> cells
Blood Pressure
- when the left ventricle ejects blood the aorta is stretch and increases in diameter
- the aorta is elastic and subsequently "rebounds" to push the blood as the diameter of the
aorta is reduced
- the stretch and rebound of the aorta modulates arterial blood pressure: dampens the "spike"
in blood pressure produced when a large volume of blood is ejected from the left
ventricle into the aorta
- protects delicate muscles in the heart, kidneys
- measurement of arterial pressure
* systolic: ventricular contraction - highest (120 mm Hg)
* diastolic: atrial contraction - lowest (80 mm Hg)
- venous blood pressure low (20 mm Hg)
Control of Heart Rate
- SA node innervated by both the vagus (parasympathetic) and sympathetic nerves
- proprioceptors (stretch receptors) in are located in the heart muscle and the carotid sinus
- responds to changes in blood pressure to maintain a constant pressure (homeostasis)
- chemoreceptors in the CCC respond to O2 and CO2 concentrations
- information from the receptors is integrated in the CCC
- acceleration and deceleration areas inhibited/stimulated
- reflexive controls
* cardiac reflex: nerves in heart wall stimulated by high heart rate - acts to slow via
CCC
* carotid sinus reflex: sinus a bifurcation of internal and external carotid arteries pressure deviation communicated to CCC - normal heart rate vagal tone
mediated
* aortic reflex: aortic fibers - slows via CCC
* atrial reflex: stretch receptors in vena cavae and atrium causes slowing, venous
dilation and pooling
* Valsalva maneuver
Factors Affecting Blood Pressure
- vasodilation and vasoconstriction: emotions, drugs
* acts on smooth muscle through autonomic nervous system
* caffeine, epinephrine, amphetamines
- arterial health
* arteriosclerosis: hardening or arteries - Ca deposits, scarring of middle layer of
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arteries, causes brittleness and loss of elasticity
* aneurysm: bulge in artery - common in aortic arch
* atherosclerosis: deposition of steroids, Ca and platelets - decreases diameter of
lumen, increases drag on blood, may cause clotting or placs may break off
RESPIRATION

(RESP1.LEC UPDATE: August 24, 2010)

- exchange of gases between environment and cells
- levels
1) atmosphere and blood (via lungs, capillaries)
2) blood and lymph
3) lymph and cell
4) cell and chemical respiration
% Composition of Air
Inhaled
Exhaled
79.03%
N2
78
15
20.93%
O2
0.04%
CO2
5
Respiratory System
Organs
nose
nasal cavity
pharynx
tracheae
larynx
bronchi
bronchioles
alveoli
diaphragm
intercostal
muscles

Function
entry, filtering
gas warmed, filtered by mucous, cilia move particles to throat
opening at top of trachea, cilia filter
communicates to lungs, filters
voice box
split into each lung, filter
smaller division, filter
pleura
thin terminal membranous sacs, gas exchange w/capillaries (100 m2)
parietal and pulmonary line and seal lungs
thin fibrous muscle, dome shaped contracts to decrease volume of the
thoracic cavity
external and internal - move ribs

Respiratory Volumes
tidal
500 ml
inspiratory reserve 3000 ml
expiratory reserve
1000 ml
_________
vital capacity
4500 ml
residual air
1500 ml
- exchange only 20% of air in lungs with each breath
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- anatomical dead space
Breathing Cycle Mechanics
- inhale: contraction of external intercostal and diaphragm muscle
- exhale: relaxation of muscles
- forced exhale: contraction of internal intercostal muscles
- breathing types
* diaphragmatic: male, intercostal: female
Respiratory Failure
- decrease in O2 tension in cells in RCC
- direct depression of RCC by drugs resulting in decreased ventilation: alcohol, morphine,
barbiturates
- interference with hemoglobin: CO poisoning
- interference with cell O2 utilization: cyanide
- pressure on medulla: increased cerebrospinal fluid pressure
Control of Respiration
- stretch receptors in lungs act on RCC inhibits signals to muscles
- lack of stimulation of stretch receptors relaxes inhibition and cycle renewed
- CO2 level and H+ in cerebrospinal fluid acts directly on medulla RCC to stimulate
breathing
- concentration of O2 has effect by slight compared to CO2 under most circumstances
DIGESTION

(ANPHYS2.LEC UPDATE: August 24, 2010)

- breakdown of foodstuffs to compounds which can be absorbed into the circulatory system
and utilized in catabolic and metabolic pathways
Components
- ingestion
- digestion
- egestion
Endproducts of digestion
- carbohydrates - glucose
- lipids - fatty acids
- proteins - amino acids
- nucleic acids - nulceotides
Digestive System: alimentary tract
Mouth teeth - mastication
salivary glands - salivary amylase, lubricant
Esophagus
mucous lined and forms food into a bolus
Stomach
muscular lining is folded with ridges, goblet cells secrete HCl (pH = 1-2)
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ridges, gastric peptidases and lipases released
glandular organs secreting enzymes active in the small intestine at a pH of 8+
enzymes: insulin, trypsin, amylase, chymotrypsin, lipase, carboxypeptidase,
Sm. Intestine folded lining with villi to increase surface area for absorption, approx. 24 ft in
length, first foot is the duodenum which receives products of pancreas and liver;
food moves through by peristalsis (rhythmic contractions), materials enter the
circulatory system via capillaries in the microvilli and into the messenteric
arteries and veins, absorbs H2O by osmosis; negative ions by diffusion, fatty
acids diffuse into the lacteals, active transport of glucose, Ca+2, Na+, amino
acids
Liver
glandular, secretes bile (fat emulsifier), produces & stores glycogen under the
influence of the hormone glucagon, cleanses blood of bacteria, detoxifies and
stores nonpolar compounds
Gall Bladder stores bile
Lg.Intestine absorbs H2O, amino acids, symbiotic bacreria produce vitamins B & K,
methane, sac-like end harboring bacteria for cellulose digestion in herbivores is
the caecum (appendix) in humans
Pancreas

Diabetes mellitus
- the hormone insulin is released after meals by pancreas which stimulates glucose uptake by
cells and liver which is then converted to glycogen.
- if not enough insulin produced glucose builds up in the blood causing osmotic and
metabolic problems
- causes dehydration, acid/base upset, affects circulation and can cause gangrene infections
(anaerobic) if not treated
EXCRETORY SYSTEM

(EXCRET1L.LEC UPDATE: August 24, 2010)

Function: regulation of the water balance, electrolytes and blood chemistry
Components: kidney, ureters, urinary bladder, urethra
Mechanism: most of the fluid and the dissolved materials pass out of the bloodstream and
necessary water, electrolytes, and other materials are reabsorbed into the blood.
Glomerular Filtration Rate (GFR)
- males 125 ml/min; females 115 ml/min
- 7.5 L/hr = 180 L/day = 45 gal./day
- total blood volume filtered every 40 min.
Structure of the kidney
- cortex, medulla, pelvis
- spongy tissue
- increasing Na/Cl gradient from cortex to pelvis
- nephron (basic unit of filtration) packed in spongy tissue and extend from the cortex, into
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the medulla, and connect with the pelvis
- structure of the nephron (renal tubular system)
* Bowmans's capsule: hollow ball/sphere with hollow walls
* proximal convoluted tubule
* descending loop of Henle
* ascending loop of Henle
* distal convoluted tubule
* collecting tubule
- structure of the peritubular system
* afferent arteriole: delivers blood from renal artery
* efferent arteriole: drains the glomerulus - smaller diameter than the afferent
arteriole = maintains blood pressure in glomerulus
* glomerulus: capillary bed through which water and dissolved materials, except
large globular proteins and formed elements of the blood, forced out and into
the space in the Bowman's capsule
* peritubular capillaries: surround the renal tubules and can absorb materials that
leave the tubules or can contribute materials which are then absorbed into the
tubules (reabsorption).
* branch of renal vein: collects blood form the peritubular capillary bed
Glomerular function
- blood enters the glomerulus via the afferent arteriole and 80% of the water and the
dissolved electrolytes, amino acids, sugars, etc. forced into the Bowman's capsule
- the reminder of the blood with small volume of water, globular proteins and formed blood
elements exit glomerulus via the efferent arteriole and pass into the peritubular capillary
bed
- filtrate (fluid forced out of the glomerulus) passes into the renal tubules
- proximal convoluted tubule: most of amino acids. glucose, Na, Cl reabsorbed
- descending loop of Henle: freely permeable to salts and water - water leaves and salts enter
to produce concentrated low volume of filtrate
- ascending loop of Henle: impermeable to water and salts -salts removed from filtrate by
active transport
- distal convoluted tubule: under influence of aldosterone, secreted by the renal cortex of the
kidney, Na and K adjusted (90% reabsorbed earlier in the nephron)
* aldosterone present: K secreted from peritubular capillaries into the renal tubules
* aldosterone absent: 80% of Na in filtrate reabsorbed (30 g day)
- collecting tubule: permeability under the control of AntiDiuretic Hormone (ADH)
orvasopressin secreted by the hypothalamus
* ADH present: collecting tubule permeable to water and water is reabsorbed
reducing urine flow
* ADH absent: collecting tubule walls impermeable to water and urine flow increased
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Excretory System
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Factors affecting kidney function
- increase in blood pressure
* emotional factors affecting the sympathetic nervous system - stress
* drugs: caffeine, theophylline, amphetamines - CNS stimulants and vasoconstrictors
- affect permeability of the collecting tubules
* alcohol blocks the production of ADH by the hypothalamus
- normal components of the urine
* creatine, urea, amino acids, inorganic salts, vitamins, hormones (BCPs?), glucose
- disease/pathologies
* proteinuria: large proteins present in urine - nephritis, high blood pressure
* glycosuria (diabetes): glucose in urine - low insulin levels, transitory condition from
overdose of sugar
* ketone bodies: breakdown of fats associated with diabetes, starvation
NERVOUS SYSTEM

(NERVE1L.LEC UPDATE: August 24, 2010)

Function: To receive sensory inputs, integrate information, and to produce an appropriate
response. Information from environment ----> CNS ----> muscles and glands
Organization: Central Nervous System and Peripheral Nervous System.
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM (CNS)
- function is the integration of information (sensory input)
- organs are the brain and spinal cord
- two types of nerve tissue
* myelinated: rapid conducting, white matter
* unmyelinated: slow conducting, gray matter
- spine: local (spinal level) integration of nerve impulses and reflexes
* dorsal root w/2 branches (afferent/sensory neuron)
* interneuron: synapses with dorsal root and transpinal interneurons
* ventral root (efferent/motor neuron): synapses with effector organ
* reflex pathway
- brain
* hind brain: medulla oblongata
- integrates spinal and brain information
- controls breathing (RCC), heart rate (CCC), swallowing
* midbrain
- major integrative area: sensory information, optic lobes
- motor responses sent to forebrain
* forebrain
- cerebrum: highest integrative area controlling sensory signals and motor
responses
* hypothalamus: coordinates endocrine (hormonal) and nervous systems (body
temp.;water balance-ADH; influences behavior associated with hunger, pain, pleasure)
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PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
Divided into the somatic (voluntary) and autonomic (involuntary) systems.
- somatic
* signals from CNS to skeletal muscles cause contraction and relaxation
* signals from environment to CNS: pain, thermal, tactile, pressure
- autonomic
* signals from CNS to smooth and cardiac muscle, glands
* affects heart rate, blood vessel diameter, dig. peristalsis
* sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions with dual innervation of effectors
- parasympathetic: organ functions that conserve energy
- sympathetic: organ functions that demand energy
- antagonistic systems in balance: sympathetic dominant only in danger or
excitement
NEURON: basic unit of nervous system
- myelinated and non-myelinated
- long or short
- sensory-afferent: towards CNS
- interneurons: vast majority of neurons - influence (synapse with) more than one other
neuron
- motor-efferent: to effector organs (smooth muscle, cardiac muscle, glands)
- structures of the neuron
* input: dendrites
* cell "body": soma
* conduction: axon with or without myelin sheath (Schwann cells)
* output/synapse to another neuron of effector organ: axonal end-branching or
telodendrite
- nerve impulse propagation/action potential
* dendrite stimulated to initiate
* different in charge balance across nerve membrane: resting potential outside is
positively charged relative to inside cell
* charge differential if the result of a greater concentration of positive ions outside the
cell relative to inside: K+/Cl- inside and Na+/Cl- outside
OUT (intercellular fluid)
Na+ Cl- (+)
__________________________________
__________________________________

K+ ClIN (cytoplasm)

(-)

* charge imbalance (+/-)or potential across membrane creates a battery
* sodium/potassium pump maintains potential as membrane "leaks" ions across
boundary
* the wave of depolarization causes the membrane to become temporarily permeable
* K+ and Na+ flow across membrane initiating action potential and temporarily
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reverse the charge
* rapid repolarization follows as the membrane again becomes impermeable to ion
flow and the sodium/potassium pump restores the charge differential
* the wave of depolarization is unidirectional and self-propagating after initiation
SYNAPTIC TRANSMISSION
- a chemical bridge forms across neurons in the synaptic space
- neurotransmitters released from vesicles in telodendrite and act on dendrite of adjoining
nerve (synapse)
* acetylcholine/cholinesterase: peripheral parasympathetic., CNS
* norepinephrine: peripheral sympathetic, CNS
* serotonin: CNS-brain (LSD, MDA/Ecstasy analogs)
- pathology
* nicotine:
- causes acetylcholine suppression
- increases basal metabolic rate and causes body to be less efficient in using stored
energy (SN: 4/8/89)
* bicycling subjects given nicotine spay used more energy than control with
placebo spray
* smokers need to gain over 50 lbs to counter-balance health risks from
continued smoking
* amphetamines: may make system more sensitive to norepinephrine
* tranquilizers: block noradrenalin and acetylcholine receptor sites
REFLEX ARC (SEE LABORATORY MANUAL FOR FIGURE)
AUTONOMIC SYSTEM EFFECTS
blood pressure
smooth muscle
skeletal muscle
O2 consumption
pupil
RBCs from spleen
insulin

Parasympathetic
down
vasodilation
vasoconstriction
down
constrict
retain
glycogen +
glucose -

HUMAN REPRODUCTION

Sympathetic
up
vasoconstriction
vasodilation
up
dilate
release
glycogen glucose +
(REPRO1L.LEC

UPDATE: August 24, 2010)

Male reproductive system
- seminal vesicles: produce fluid accounting for 70% of the volume of the seminal fluid
- prostate: produces fluid accounting for additional 30% of the volume
- Cowper's gland/bulbourethral gland: heavy viscous secretions released prior to ejaculation
which (1) clears the urethra and (2) lubricates
- testes:
* seminiferous tubules: winding tubules with the walls of which the sperm develop,
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mature sperm are released into the lumen
* interstitial cells/Leydig's cells: produce hormones - testosterone
- epididymis: stores sperm received from the testes
- vas deferens: tube connecting the testes to the urethra
* semen is elaborated by secretions of the testes, seminal vesicles and prostate into
the vas deferens during ejaculation
- penis: structure of erectile tissues
* tissues become engorged with blood due to vasocongestion - more flow of blood
into spongy tissue than out, controlled by the sympathetic nervous system
* corpora cavernosa (cavernous bodies): two structures located dorsally within the
penis
* corpus spongiosum (spongy body): single structure located ventrally within the penis surrounds the urethra and emerges to from the glans penis
- sperm: motile vehicle carrying a nucleus with the male contributed chromosomes
* acrosome: structure at the end of the cell containing the enzyme hyaluronidase
which digests the membrane surrounding the ovum
* cell body: contains the nucleus with the chromosomes (DNA)
* flagellum: single - provides thrust for the sperm to swim within the female
reproductive system
* mitochondrion: spiraled around the flagellum - provides the energy for motility
- semen: contains the sperm and secretions of the seminal vesicles and prostate
* water, salts, buffers, fructose, prostaglandins
* lubricates, neutralizes the acidic secretions of the vagina, provides energy for the
sperm
- ejaculation: contractions of smooth muscles to propel the sperm from the male reproductive
tract
* controlled by the autonomic nervous system
* volume of ejaculant 3-5 ml
* range of 40 million to 120 million sperm/ml - <40 million = infertility
* total number of sperm per ejaculation = 120-600 million
* sperm viable 48 hrs within the female reproductive tract
- sexual maturation: controlled by hormonal secretions
* hormones: GnRH - gonadotropic releasing hormone; LH - luteinizing hormone;
FSH - follicular stimulating hormone
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Reproductive Anatomy of a Male
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Female Reproductive Anatomy
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* sequence
- hypothalamus releases GnRH which acts on the anterior pituitary gland
inducing it to produce LH and FSH
- FSH acts on the seminiferous tubules to initiate sperm development
- LH acts on interstitial cells to produce testosterone and anabolic steroids
- testosterone induces development of secondary sex characteristics: growth of
genitalia, voice change, facial and pubic hair, sudden body growth
- sperm are continuously produces for remainder of life
Female Reproductive System
- ovaries: produce ova (eggs) and hormones
* at birth there are 400,000 to 1,000,000 primordial eggs cells in the ovary, each
capable of maturing into an ovum; following menopause none remain
* ovulate one ovum every 28 days = 13 per year
* reproductive span 30-40 yrs
* potentially ovulate 390-500 ova per lifetime
* ova viable for approximately 48 hrs
- follicle: structure in ovary in which the primordial egg cell develops into an ovum
* space surrounding ovum is filled with intrafollicular fluid containing prostaglandins
- fimbria: opening to oviducts; lays loosely against the ovary
* cilia on the fimbria create a current which draws the ovum suspended in
intrafollicular fluid into the fimbria to enter the oviduct
- oviducts (Fallopian tubes): tubular connection between ovary and uterus
* ovum generally is fertilized while moving through oviducts
* peristaltic contractions enhanced by prostaglandins move ovum
- uterus: womb; structure within which fetus develops
* elastic muscular organ with highly vascular lining
* embryo implants in wall and induces development of the placenta
- cervix: sphincter connecting uterus to vagina
* opening allows passage of sperm; must dilate to allow birth
- vagina: receptacle for penis during copulation
* muscular, tubular organ, highly vascular
* tissues in the wall are capable of vasocongestion during sexual stimulation
* during plateau and climax phase of sexual response become engorged with blood
and fluid is forced out to lubricate the vagina
* acidic environment is discourages microbial infection and is also hostile to sperm
- clitoris: erectile tissue analogous to penis (derived from the same embryonic structure)
* nerve endings stimulated are necessary to achieve climax
Sexual Maturation
- menarche, or the first menstruation, occurs between ages of 12-15 yrs
* maturation characterized by changes in pelvis, breast development, pubic hair
growth
- hormones the same as males: GnRH, FSH, LH
* GnRH acts on anterior pituitary gland
* FSH and LH act on the ovary
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Hormonal Control of the Menstrual Cycle
- follicular phase (days 1-14)
*
FSH stimulates growth of the follicle and production of estrogens, primarily estradiol
*
Estrogen, and later progesterone, feed back to inhibit the synthesis of both GnRH and
LH
*
Makes pituitary more sensitive to GnRH, and shifts the activity of the pituitary to
produce more LH than FSH, but LH is retained in the pituitary and the level
within the pituitary cells rises dramatically
- ovulation (day 14-15)
*
At 14 day large amount of GnRH released and pituitary releases LH
*
About 12 hours later the follicle ruptures to release the ovum along with intrafollicular
fluid containing prostaglandins
*
Irritation of the abdomen may cause pain experienced by some women and called
midpain (mittelschmerz)
- luteal phase (days 15-23)
*
Corpus luteum secretes progesterone and estrogen under influence of LH
*
Maintains endometrium and stimulates proliferation of glycogen-rich mucous
*
Day 23-24 corpus luteum begins to shrink, stops secreting estrogen and progesterone
- menses (days 24-28)
*
Days 24-28 the endometrium is sloughed (shed)
*
lasts 5 days on average
*
at the end of the menses GnRH is released and the cycle begins anew
Pregnancy
- embryo releases HCG (Human Chorionic Gonadotropin) which causes the corpus luteum to
be retained
- the corpus luteum releases progesterone resulting in (1) retention of the endometriumand (2)
GnRH release is inhibited preventing development of another ovum during pregnancy
- the embryo implants in the endometrium of the uterus and induces development of the
placenta
- the placenta then releases HCG causing the corpus luteum to be retained throughout
pregnancy; progesterone is released by the corpus luteum throughout pregnancy
Birth Control Pills
- contain progestin (synthetic progesterone) and estrogens
* progestin prevents GnRH release therefore no ova develop
- types of BCPs
* early formulation contained a large dose of progestin
* later formulations included estrogen in varying amounts to allow changes in the
endometrium while preventing follicular development; estrogen important for
vascular health
* currently used "mini-pill" has only a low level of progestin
- effects of use of birth control pills: both benefits and risks
* the results of a long-term study of women using birth control pills as their primary
means of contraception by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) indicate
(1) benefits: women have
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- 1/4 number of benign breast tumors
- 1/14 incidence of ovarian cysts
- 1/2 incidence of rheumatoid arthritis
- 1/2 incidence of pelvic inflammatory disease (PID)
- reduced menstrual flow
- 2/3 incidence of iron deficiency
(2) undesirable effects
- breast tenderness
- minor elevations in blood pressure
- edema (swelling)
- weight gain
- increase in the amount of vaginal secretion
- increased susceptibility to vaginal infection
- slight risk of blood clotting
* choice of type of birth control used depends on various life-style considerations
- women in their 30s have a risk of heart attack 7 times that of non-smokers
- blood clotting is 3-4 times more common
- suggest alternative method of birth control for smokers
Birth Control
- effectiveness measured as number of pregnancies per 100 women-years of women
using respective type of birth control as their primary means of contraception
- surgical
0
* tubal ligation: oviducts are severed and closed at severed ends
- chemical
0.3
* surgical implants (Norplant)
1
* injectable
1-5
* birth control pills
15-30 * sponge
10-25 * spermicides
4-25 * diaphragm with spermicide
- barrier
3-15 * condom
1-5
* IUD* (intrauterine device)
* cervical cap
- rhythm
15-45 * plotting menstrual cycle; abstain 5 days before/after ovulation
* temperature method
- withdrawal
* not considered as a method on birth control
- male:
?
* chemical (BCP): GnRH blocker tested at Harbor General/UCLA
0
* surgical: vasectomy - vas deferens are severed and ends tied off; must wait
after surgery until no viable sperm are retained in the epidydimus
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SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES (STDs)
Bacterial
- syphilis: controlled by antibiotics
- gonorrhea: controlled by antibiotics; some resistant strains
- Chlamydia trachomatis
* infects the mucosal cells of the cervix, oviducts, urethra, conjunctiva of the eye
* little in the way of symptoms in women and men
* if untreated results in PID (pelvic inflammatory disease)
* test for presence of active bacterium on cervical cells
* study of effects of disease (detected by an antibody titre)
- increase in ectopic/tubal pregnancies of 4-fold between 1978-1988
- blamed for 40-80% of the increase
- 75% of the women with oviduct blockage tested positive for antibody
- one-quarter of the women with PID experience ectopic pregnancy
Protozoan
- trichomoniasis: controlled by antibiotics
* protozoan trichomonad
* transmitted by sexual intercourse, and rarely by moist towels, washcloths, bathing
suits
* foul odor, itching/burning/painful urination
- viral
* Herpes simplex type II
* HPV human papilloma viruses
- family of viruses includes 45 known viruses implicated in hand warts to
cervical cancer
- HPV STDs have increased 6-fold in the last decade
- most common are genital warts, CIN (cervical intraepithelial neoplasia)
- accounts for 2 million doctor visits/year
- study in Bay area or 1400 women under 19 yrs of age found more incidence
of genital HPV than chlamydia and gonorrhea combined
* HIV Human Immunodeficiency Virus
- retrovirus
* invades helper T cells of immune system which produce antibodies
* single strand of RNA, with help of the enzyme reverse transcriptase, makes it own
DNA
* cell then produces more HIV virus instead of the antibodies
* during latent (asymptomatic) period resides within the lymphatic system
* effect is to destroy the immune system
* leads to secondary infections including pneumocystic pneumonia, Karposi's
sarcoma, and other disease conditions
- treatment
* most promising therapy is AZT and
* the AZT is mistaken by the reverse transcriptase enzyme of the virus and converted
into a "false" sugar which is incorporated into the viral DNA thus ending the
synthesis
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- transmission
* blood serum, blood products
* body fluids: semen and vagina secretions
* must enter circulatory system
* modes include sexual intercourse, anal copulation, oral copulation
- history
* origin uncertain - W. Africa?; reported in US in 1980
* not identified until 1985
* spread through gay men's community
* IV drug users and prostitutes
* "typical" panic and reactionary response branding victims as pariahs
* government efforts: denied by the Reagan administration; Pat Buchanan (Reagan's
speech writer) quoted as saying it was just payback for homosexual males
* amount of federal funds committed by 1990 was just equal to amount spent in 1-2
years on Legionnaire's Disease
* emotionally and politically charged issue
* epidemiology suggested not easily spread
* incubation period not known for a long period of time, no means to identify the
pathogen, detect infection other than by manifestation of symptoms
* long period of 10 years to exhibit symptoms (AIDS) = huge infected population
* Dr. C. Everett Koop - recognized spread and acted
- diagnosis
* test for antibodies to HIV
* 3-6 months to develop antibodies?
- research
* way to disable virus
* immunization to prevent infection
- prevention
MEIOSIS & MENDELIAN GENETICS

(MEIOS1L.LEC UPDATE: August 24, 2010)

Gregor Mendel
- monk in monastery
- published his work on patterns of inheritance in pea plants in 1866
Development of Mendelian Genetic Theory
- observed that patterns exist in the way in which traits in pea flower
- used the proportions of the offspring with particular traits to develop a model of how traits
are inherited
- genes = the hereditary units exist as two factors or doses in individuals
- alleles = different states of the traits (alternate forms)
- dominance = when two different alleles of a trait are present in an individual the dominant
one will be expressed, the recessive will not be expressed
- convention established that letters are used to represent alleles: upper case for the dominant
and lower case for the recessive allele e.g. A = dominant a= recessive
- incomplete dominance = some alleles are "equal" and rather than exhibiting a
dominant/recessive relationship are expressed as some in-between form
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- expression = the phenotype is the form exhibited (shown) while the genotype is the actual
allelic makeup or the individual
e.g
genotype
terminology phenotype
AA
homozygous dominant
Aa
heterozygous dominant
aa
homozygous recessive
- genes = the information passed from generation to generation specific for each trait;
today known as a segment of DNA
- chromosomes
* DNA wrapped up with proteins during cell replication
* DNA is not active in synthesis while in structure of chromosome
* uncoiled in the cell the rest of the time while directing the activities of the cell
* structure of two chromatids joined together at the centromere
* in the somatic cells there are two of each type of chromosome, or homologous pairs
* haploid number (1N) = number of different types of chromosomes in an individual
e.g. humans=23, fruit flies=4
* diploid number (2N) = the total number of chromosomes in the somatic cells (two
times the haploid number)
* the germ cells (gametes) only have one chromosome of each type and are therefore
haploid (1N)
* sexual reproduction involves the joining of germ cells from different individuals,
maintaining variability in the population
* reduction division (meiosis) precedes sexual reproduction to reduce the nimber of
chromosomes in the germ cells so that the number of chromosomes does not
double every generation
Gametogenesis: production of gametes (germ cells) by meiosis
- reduction division: reduce the ploidy (chromosome number) of germ cells from 2N to 1N
- benefits of allowing different combinations of alleles to produce variability in offspring
- principle of independent assortment: traits on different chromosomes will sort out in the
gametes independent of each other
- stages of meiosis
* DNA replication: prior to the chromosomes forming the DNA is replicated such
that each chromosome that forms actually has twice the amount of DNA
necessary
* chromosomes form
* homologous chromosomes pair up along the equator of the cell to form "tetrads"
* the homologous chromosomes separate and move to opposite poles of the cell
* the cell divides into two daughter cells
in the daughter cells
* the chromosomes line up along the equator
* the chromatids separate and move to opposite poles
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* the daugher cells divide in two
* potentially four daughter cells are produced per original cell
MOLECULAR GENETICS

(MOLGEN1L.LEC UPDATE: August 24, 2010)

Discovery of the genetic material
- necessary attributes
* must be found in all cells
* must be faithfully reproduced as cells replicate
* must be capable of encoding a tremendous amount ofinformation
- candidate materials
* protein: Linus Pauling
* DNA deoxyribonucleic acid: Francis Crick/James Watson
Nature of DNA
- sugar (deoxyribose) - phosphate - nitrogenous base (adenine, thymine, guanine, cytosine)
- "backbone" of sugar and phosphate
- nucleotide of sugar-phosphate-base
* four types of nucleotides: differ by the base
* complementary base pairing by H-bonds: A=T, G=C
- double stranded alpha-helix of DNA: strands held together by hydrogen bonding of base
pairs
- replicates faithfully
* each strand serves as a template for formation of a sister strand during replication
* as strand separates nucleotides are filled in to form the complementary strand
- directs all of the activities of the cell by coding for enzymes which execute the functions
* enzymes (proteins) are synthesized from information coded in the DNA in the order
of the nucleotides
* each three nucleotides form a "triplet" which codes for a particular amino acid to be
placed in the primary structure of a protein
e.g. DNA codons and amino acids
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____
T-C-T-G-T-T-A-A-A-C-C-G-T-A-C-C-G-C-G-T-T-A-C-T-G-A-C
arginine glutamine cysteine etc.
Protein Synthesis: two steps
- transcription: DNA is "read" to produce anti-codon in mRNA
* the code in DNA is transcribed into mRNA (messenger RNA) within the nucleus
* RNA differs from DNA in that the sugar is ribose and thymine is replaced by uracil
(C=G, A=U)
* the mRNA travels through the endomembranous transport system to the rough ER
- translation: mRNA anti-codon translated into sequence of amino acids in polypeptide
* protein systhesis occurs on the ribosomes
* tRNA (transfer RNA)
- each molecule of tRNA bears one specific amino acid
- the tRNA molecule complementary base pairs to the sequence of bases of the
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mRNA
- the tRNA brings its attached amion acid to the ribosome where the mRNA is
located
* peptide bonds form between the amino acids to synthesize a polypeptide chain on
the ribosome
* the growing chain of amino acids enters the ER where it assumes its secondary,
tertiary and quaternary structure
* the chain stops growing at "stop" triplets of UAG, UAA, UGA
Factors affecting the stucture of DNA
- mutations: alterations of the sequence of the bases or the reading of the base code of the
DNA molecule
* some beneficial, some deleterious, some with no effect ("silent")
* frame shift causes the reading frame to shift such that a series of triplets are
altered; caused by addition or deletion bases
arginine glutamine cysteine etc. (mRNA codons)
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____
A-G-A-C-A-A-U-U-U-G-G-C-A-U-G-G-C-G-C-A-A-U-G-A-C-U-G
# ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----aspartate aspartic acid typytophan etc.
* point mutations (base substitutions) cause the change of only one amino acid in
the sequence
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____
A-G-A-C-A-A-U-U-U-G-G-C-A-U-G-G-C-G-C-A-A-U-G-A-C-U-G
arginine glutamine cysteine etc.
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____
A-A-A-C-A-A-T-T-T-G-G-C-A-T-G-G-C-G-C-A-A-T-G-A-C-T-G
lysine glutamine cysteine etc.
- mutagens: substances, conditions which causes mutations
* high energy radiation: x-, alpha-, gamma-, UV-rays
* chemicals: formaldehyde, toluene, acetone
- carcinogens: mutagens which promote cancerous growth of cells
* damage to the DNA
- UV dimerization of somatic cells
- high energy radiation effects on gonadal tissue
Health Perspectives
- exposure limits
* time/dose considerations
* regulation of exposure levels
* setting limits
- skin damage
* effects of UV radiation on collagen
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* cancers
MITOSIS AND DEVELOPMENT (MITDEVlL.LEC UPDATE: August 24, 2010)
Mitosis: replication of the cell
Functions * asexual reproduction: budding of new individuals from existing cells, binary fission
of unicellular organisms
* growth and development of the individuals from a single cell
Phases * interphase: DNA uncoiled and actively directing syntheses; late in interphase DNA
replicates
* prophase (early): chomsomes become visible, centrioles move (animal cells)
* prophase (late): spindle fibers formed, centrioles at opposite poles of the cell
(animals)
* metaphase: chromosomes line up on the equator of the cell
* anaphase (early): separation of chromatids begins
* anaphase (late): chromatids at opposite poles, cytokinesis begins (furrow animals, cell plate - plants)
* telophase: new nuclear envelop forms, cytokinesis nearly complete
Development: increase in cell number, cell size and the differentiation of cells = all of the
events occuring from the zygote to the mature individual growth: an increase in the
number if cells and the size of cells
- differentiation: cells change from a "generalized" to a assume a "specialized" form
Types of development
* direct: develop from the egg directly to a juvenile form
* indirect: larval form of alternate pre-reproductive forms which metamorphoses into
the sexually mature form
* determinate: size primarily determined by genetics
* inderterminate: longer life, increase in nutrients results in increased growth
ANIMAL DEVELOPMENT
How does a single cell (zygote) develop, by mitotic cell division, into a multicellular
organism with differentiated tissues?
All somatic (2N) cells have the entire genotype present in the nucleus - potential for an
entire individual (genomic totipotency)
NUCLEUS <----> CYTOPLASM <----> ENVIRONMENT
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Development is the result of a constant feed back among the nucleus, cytoplasm and
environment of the cell resulting in growth and differentiation
* How does differentiation occur? Several mechanisms of INDUCTION.
* As the development progresses the ability to induce changes in cells declines - less
of the genome available for synthesis
I.

Cytoplasmic distribution (cytoplasm as the environment of the nucleus)
differential distribution of cytoplasmic material in frog eggs if the grey crescent
evenly divided the division products form twins, if not equal only one product
develops

II.

Physical factors (action of the physical environment on development
the orientation of development may be induced by the direction or presence of
physical stimulus
* light and gravity affects the direction of growth of plants from germination
through maturity
* temperature affects the pigment pattern of fur in Himalayan rabbits

III.

Other cells (cells as the environment of other cells)
* very complex interactions of developing cells to affect neighbors and in turn
be affected by neighbors
* as each cell changes it causes changes in the environment of the neighboring
cells
* cells induce changes in other cells
* contact inhibition: cells in culture grow until reaching a certain density at
which time growth of cells stops - cancer cells lose contact inhibition
and
continue to proliferate
* optic vesicle of frogs: depending on the stage of development transplanted
cells will either be induced to conform to the area in which they are
transplanted or will develop into the type of cell in the area from which
they were removed - the "older" the cell (later the transplant in the
development of the individual) the more fixed the cell "fate"

IV.

Regeneration: the ability to "turn on" genes to replace damaged or missing
tissues
* ability varies greatly among the phyla - ability ranges from wound healing to
regeneration of appendages
* echinoderms: regenerate arms, may "clone"
* humans: limited to replacing small amount of tissue

V.

Aging - Why do cells age and die?
developmental changes in cells resulting in senescence
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ANIMAL BEHAVIOR

(BEHAV1L.LEC UPDATE: August 24, 2010)

Behavior: an animal's response to a stimulus or stimuli.
- divisible into the input (or stimulus) and the output (or response).
- animal is the integrator
- complexity of behavior varies with repertoire of animal
- more complex nervous system ---> more behavioral complexity
Table I. Overall importance of different types of behavior for different animal groups.
BEHAVIOR
___________________________________
|
________________|_x________________
Reflexes
|
x
________________|_________________x
Instinct
|
x
___________x____|_________________x
x
Learning
|
x
_____________x__|__________________
x
Reasoning
|
________________|______________x___
Taxes

Types of behavior
- taxes: movement oriented with respect to a stimulus; directional response
* relatively complex behavior may be constructed from combinations of taxes
* examples: phototaxis, geotaxis, chemotaxis, thigmotaxis, etc.
* positive (towards) or negative (away)
* butterflies fly into sun when disturbed: predator avoidance
- flies towards sun when both eyes equally stimulated: wing innervation
- when one eye is blinded the butterfly will fly in a circle
- moths fly into flames, lights: positive phototaxis when disturbed
- hierarchies of taxes: normally found in dark moist places due to taxes
* isopods (pill bugs) respond to humidity and light:
* negative phototaxis is stronger than positive humotaxis: will select darkness
over moisture
- reflexes: non-cerebral responses; no conscious thought
- instinct: rigid stereotyped behavior little modified by experience, examples:
* suckling in human infants
* giving birth in other mammals
- learning: flexible behavior modified by experience but limited by inheritance (genetics)
* great apes can sign but not vocalize
* chaffinch: must hear song of another chaffinch to sing
- cannot learn another species' song due to genetic limitation
- can learn chaffinch song recorded backwards
- sexual isolating mechanism to prevent mistakes in courtship which would be a waste of
time is selected against by evolution (natural selection)
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* types of learning
- habituation: gradual non-recognition of a stimulus if not rewarded, examples:
* marine snails close up into their shell when a shadow passes over them to
protect themselves from predators - after repeated exposure to shadows
will "ignore" the stimulus and crawl away, adaptive response in that
shadow is likely due to a plant or other non-predator
- conditioning: association of a response with a stimulus with which it was not
previously associated
* Pavlov's experiments in which a dog associated the sound of a bell with
feeding
- after a time the dog would salivate at the ringing of the bell with no
food offered
- trial-and-error: reinforcement for appropriate behavior
- insight or reasoning: the ability to respond appropriately to a situation different from
any previously encountered; apply prior learning to new situation
* great apes taught sign language rejected a sign given to them for the ducks
which frequented their compound - they had instead put the signs for
"water" and "bird" together to describe ducks: applied previous learning
to a new situation = insight
Communication: interaction
- action on the part of one organism/cell alters the probability of a pattern of behavior of
the part of another organism/cell in a fashion adaptive to either one or both of the
participants.
- alters probability of action
- intra- and inter- specific
- involves a SIGNAL being sent and SIGNAL RECOGNITION by the recipient
- signal must be of a form compatible with receptors for recognition: recognition defined
operationally by probability
- different modes of signals utilize different senses: sensory specific
- modes of signals: visual, sound, chemical, tactile
* may be specific (signal specificity) due to genetic factor: non-recognition
- chaffinch
- pheromones (chemical sex attractants): males species specific
* may be widely recognized (interspecific): distress calls
- convergence of signal receptors
- alarm for other potential prey
- attracts scavengers and predators, warns prey species
- alarm substances: hymenopterans (family - termites, bees, wasps)
- warning: growl
- information content
* the information conveyed (content) by any signal form may be influenced by:
- the intensity of the signal
- inherent properties of the signal, i.e. complexity
* properties of signals
- discrete: +/-; or on/off
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* minimum information content
* may compensate by releasing complex behavior: releasor
* stereotyped behavior: lower vertebrates (fish, amphibians)
- zebra finch: discrete color patch
- European robin: chick’s mouth color releases parent feeding
- graded signals
* more information content
* louder vocalization, movements = more information about internal
state of individual conveyed by strength of signal
* growl, scream, intonation
* aggressive (agonistic) displays of primates: apes, man
* African monkeys with 4-5 sounds for different predators
* duet singing in birds for mating
* pheromone experiment
* estrous patches: troupe organization
* mountain blue-bird and cuckoldry (Sociobiology)
* pair-bonding and masked estrus
- displays: economy of signals
* ritualized behavior: symbolic of act
- may mediate act
- agonistic displays: reduce risk of injury and predators
- birds: "wing-flicking" to induce flight of flock
- territorial singing: loudness (graded signal) criterion for success
* threat (agonistic) displays: general features
- apparent increase in size: hair erect, on toes, feather ruffling, throat pouch
- fixed gaze and display of weapons: claws, teeth, fist
- incomplete movements of attack
- accompanying sound or color: beat chest, growl
- advance on opponent while in familiar territory
- resolution of agonistic interaction
* principle of antithesis: reverse threat display
- size: hair slicked, ears down, tail between legs
- avert gaze, loosen fist, cover teeth
- movement in retreat
- may be mounted in apes: subordinate male assumes female role
* diversion: action incompatible with aggression
- elicit grooming behavior of puppy: leak urine, roll on back
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ECOLOGY

(ECOL1L.LEC UPDATE: August 24, 2010)

Levels of organization involved in the study of ecology
^ BIOSPHERE
| BIOMES
| ECOSYSTEMS
|
COMMUNITIES
|
POPULATIONS
ecology ORGANISMS

______

LIFE

Defined: The study of the inter-relationships of organisms and their relationship to the
physical environment.
- physical/abiotic and biological/biotic components of the environment
- define relationships to be able to manage/predict how changes/disturbance of the
environment affects all
Study of the ecology of different organizational levels yield information relevant to different
types of environmental problems
- ecosystem: interaction of biotic and abiotic components over larger areas
* gross changes influencing areas with several communities: CO2 enrichment,
radiation, pollution, glaciations
* concerned with the flow of energy and the cycling of materials
- community: species interactions
* management of systems; how different organisms in a community interact with
each other, respond to change
* yields information relative to understanding effects of mans' activities in
development of resources, disturbance of the "natural" community;
predator/competitor effects, pollution
- population: biology of single species groups
* crops, pests, fisheries: anchovies, anchoveta, humans, pests
ECOSYSTEMS
Necessary conditions for an ecosystem (and hence lower levels of organization) to exist:
materials and energy
Materials
- cyclic flows/material cycles
* nutrients: phosphorous, nitrogen (ATP, nucleic acids, amino acids)
* carbon: carbon chain of organic molecules, carbohydrates
Carbon Cycle
- CO2 reservoir in atmosphere and ocean
- water and atmosphere in dynamic equilibrium
- C fixed by plants and cycled through organisms
- different pathways take different amounts of time: geologic vs. rapid cycling
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Cycle
atmosphere
plants
combustion

respiration
animals

fossil carbon

decomposers

Greenhouse effect
- effect of different gasses in atmosphere which absorb re-radiated heat and prevent it from
leaving earth system
- warms earth 30 C (55 F): absorbs re-radiated IR light
- mostly water vapor
- one-half of effect from carbon dioxide: 0.04% atmospheric gasses
- other gasses effects: methane 20%; CFCs 15-20%, NO 6%
- increase in concentration since Industrial Revolution
- measurements NOAA Mount Mauna Loa Observatory 1958* carbon dioxide 25%: 0.2%/yr (10% since 1958): combustion, deforestation
* methane 1%/yr fastest (doubled over 300 yrs) cattle, sheep, termites, rice cult.
* CFCs 4%/yr: insulation, circuit board cleaner, refrigerant
* NO 0.25%/yr: fertilizer, slash-and-burn, combustion
* fluorocarbons and ozone destruction
- actual greenhouse effect difficult to measure due to signal to noise ratio
* cyclic trends: 1940-72 cooled, since 1972 warming
* 4 - 8X of CO2 increase by 2200 = mean annual temp up 6oC
* last century 0.7 C (1.3 F) US team; 0.5 C (0.9 F) UK team
* 2 - 5oC over next century; Boston - Wash. D.C. 3.3 C
* last ice age 5-10 oC cooler (18,000 years ago)
* temp. correction for urban heat-island effect: 0.3-4 increase over last 80 yrs
* ice caps melt; major cities inundated
* could affect acidity of waters
- corrective measures
* control of deforestation
* no active efforts to prevent at present
* May 1989: House subcommittee on energy and power told by Nat. Academy of
Engineering Pres. Robert White "Our view is that when the risks of the
consequences are put in the balance against the certainties and uncertainties of
our knowledge, a prudent course of public action is now called for." Warned
that if lawmakers await scientific certainty, the world would have to adapt to a
much larger dose of global change.
* EPA echoed warning March 1989.
Phosphorous Cycle
- utilized and available to plants only as phosphate PO4
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- often limiting nutrient to system; 1/15 concentration of nitrogen in the natural environment
- standing stock of tissue is a function of the amount of
phosphate available and the rate at
which it is cycles
* subsidy of phosphate is waters is pollution
- LA Harbor/Fish Harbor
- inland waterways: Chicago River
- source of "new" phosphate is weathering of sedimentary rock
- cycled in terrestrial and aquatic/marine systems
- eventually lost to ocean "sinks" for geologic time periods
Cycle
terrogenous rock
water (soil)
plants
excretion
animals
decomposers

fossil material

Nitrogen
- available in atmosphere as N2 but must be fixed into nitrite or nitrate by bacteria and
blue-green algae (cyanobacteria)
- several steps but resembles phosphorous cycle
Energy Flow
- non-cyclic/unidirectional flow
* energy transformed and transferred but not created nor destroyed
* ultimate source of energy is the sun
* energy flow: represented by trophic pyramids or structures
- describes with a figure the distribution of biomass (energy) belonging to each
trophic level of the system.
- biomass: total amount of biological (organic) molecules which represents the
energy stored in chemical bonds
- pyramid shape due to the way in which energy is transferred between feeding
levels
- 90% of energy lost as heat via respiration which results in only about 10%
being fixed as biological tissue (biomass) in the next feeding level
- efficiency of energy transfer is between 5-20%; average 10%
- number of levels dictated by
* amount of primary productivity
* efficiency of energy transfer
* terrestrial systems 3-4; marine systems 7-8
- structure of trophic pyramid
* (1o) primary producers (plants): energy captured from sunlight, "fixed" as biomass
(energy)
SUNLIGHT
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photosynthesis
H2O + CO2 ---------------------- C6H12O6 + H2O + O2
respiration
C6H12O6 + H2O ----------------- H2O + CO2 + ATP + HEAT
* ATP: energy for maintenance and synthesis of enzymes, structure
* (1o) primary consumers (herbivorous animals): organisms which eat primary
consumers, energy contained in tissues of obtained from primary producers
(plants).
* (2o) consumers (carnivores): organisms which eat primary consumers (herbivores).
* example: marine trophic structure (efficiency = 20%)
Organism
Phytoplankton
Zooplankton
Anchovy
Mackerel
Tuna
Shark
Man

% of original
biomass
100
20
4
0.8
0.16
0.032
0.018

Weight (lbs)
625,000
125,000
25,000
5,000
1,000
200
40

- large amount of primary productivity required for small mass of top carnivore
- price of meat in market a function of difficulty of capture = rareness
Biological Magnification
- concentration of materials in the food web
* heavy metals: lead, cadmium, vanadium
* fat soluble: DDT, DDE, PCBs
* How should we determine acceptable limits for these materials in the environment?
allowable concentrations: ppm, ppb?
* economic and political considerations
- pesticides: economic benefit vs. health factors
- risk assessment
COMMUNITIES
Community defined: all of the interacting biota within a circumscribed area
- to be included must interact by one of the following mechanisms:
- examines species interactions: does not lump all trophic types together
- predation: kill and consume another organism
* special case of cannibalism
* includes herbivores which kill an entire plant or eat a seed (embryo)
- grazing: consume only a portion of another which is regrown or replaced
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* not restricted to herbivores: grazing on sponges or any clone animals such as corals,
bryozoans which can regrow
- competition: occurs among individuals requiring the same resources which are in limited
supply
* resources = something necessary for survival/reproduction
* most intense within a species (intraspecific) because resource requirements the most
similar, may regulate the size of the population
* the outcome of competition is the competitive exclusion principle
- in every competitive interaction there is a superior and inferior competitor
- the superior competitor will exclude the inferior competitor
- exclusions occur on different spatial scales
* global
* local
* also occurs among different species and may be equally intense
* two types of competition: (1) resource and (2) interference
- symbioses: organism which exist in close association
* parasitism: one benefits, the other harmed e.g. leeches, bacterial infections
* commensalism: one benefits, not effect on other e.g. crab in cloaca of sea cucumber
* mutualism: both benefit e.g. zooxanthellae algae within corals and anemones (see
dinoflagellates and/or corals)
- spatial limit often defined by the habitat in which it is found: the physical environment,
examples of marine habitats are:
* rocky intertidal zone: hard substratum in the intertidal area of the shore
* sandy beach: sand substratum intertidal area
* mudflat: mud substratum intertidal area
- the nature of the substratum is exceptionally important to marine benthic organisms
* the larval populations are well-mixed such that larvae suited for nearly all habitats
are present in the water column
* availability of the appropriate substratum determines which organisms settle and the
assemblage of organisms present, therefore determining the community
- so-called structuring species are present in some communities: in this case the
community is generally named for those species
* in this case the species present (or species assemblage) is strongly influenced by the
present of a particular organism or group of organisms
* examples include coral reefs, turtle grass communities, mangroves
Food Web Complexity and Community Stability
- food webs: defines feeding relationships and flow of energy among species in the
community
- consider two food webs of same number species
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- feeding types:
* specialists: consume only one species
* generalists: consume more than one species
A

A

A

A

B

C

B

C

B

C

F

B

C

F

D

E

D

E

D

E

G

D

E

G

- consider the change to a standard disturbance in which species D is eliminated: amount of
change in species predicted =
#
%

2/5
40

1/5
20

2/7
29

1/7
14

- the resistance to change following a disturbance, that is the less the change in the number
and abundance of species the more stable the community
* by increasing the number of linkages (generalists) community is more stable
* by increasing the number of species community is more stable
* the more linkage and species present the greater the complexity of the community
* strong suggestion that the complexity of the community increases the stability
- comparison of pelagic communities from tropical, temperate and polar latitudes reveals that
complexity of community decreases dramatically from lower tropical latitudes to higher
polar latitudes
- stability is held to follow the same pattern making polar communities the most fragile
- consider this model with respect to energy sources, business structure
POPULATIONS
Populations defined: all the organisms of a given species within a circumscribed area.
- properties of populations
* size
* rate of growth
* biotic potential or intrinsic rate of increase: optimal conditions
* interaction between population and environment
- environmental effects on populations
* carrying capacity : conditions affecting number of individuals supported by
resources
- models of populations: mathematical model
* produces a sigmoid or "S" shaped curve
dN = rN (K-N)
dt
K
N = population size at any given instant
r = biotic potential (intrinsic rate of increase): a function of the rates of birth, death,
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immigration and emigration - ranges from positive to negative
K = carrying capacity
- example of the growth of a population showing geometric increase
*r=2
* annual life cycle (no survivors in next generation)
* K = 250
Generation

No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

2
4
8
16
32
64
128

No+1
4
8
16
32
64
128
356

|
/
|
/ environmental
|
/
resistance
128 |
/
|
| K = 250
|
|
|_______________________

- growth patterns
* depend on resources: space, food, nest sites, fecundity, etc.
* (1) unlimited; (2) non-renewable; (3) renewable
* exponential growth
* logarithmic growth
* the growth rate changes from exponential to logarithmic as environmental
resistance, or resource limitation, is encountered
- food, space, disease
Population Growth Patterns
Unlimited

Non-renewable

Renewable: equilibrium

|
|
|
|
|
|___________

|
|
|
|
|
|___________

|
|
|
|
|
|___________

* population overshoot: legacy of previous generation
- Homo sapiens population biology
* the world growth rate exhibits an exponential curve
* no world-wide environmental resistance
* affect K: increased food productivity
* affect r: decreased infant mortality
- population age structure
* categories: prereproductive, reproductive, post-reproductive
* may use to predict population growth rates
* r changes with improvements in food supply and medical care
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Population Structure
I

II

III

45-75
15-44
1-14
Growth

Stable

Decreasing

* top heavy: N. America, N. Europe
* wide base: S. America, Africa, Asia, India
* decrease: burden for younger generations
* technological change necessarily followed by social change
- population statistics
* 1983 N = 4.7 billion
* increase 1.0%; doubling time = 39 yrs.
* Mexico = 2.7%; doubling time = 27 yrs.
* Japan = 0.7%; doubling time = 100 yrs.
- projected increases
1950 = 2.5 billion
1990 = 5.3 billion
2000 = 6.3 billion
2020 = 8.5 billion
2050 = 10 billion
- population control
* ZPG = no increase in rate of increase
* delay first birth most effective
* US contributes no money to domestic or international programs on population
control which perform or provide any information on abortion - includes UN
Council on World Population Control
UPDATE
United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (Earth Summit), Rio de Janeiro.
First meeting in Stockholm 20 years ago was lead by US sponsored agenda launched grassroots conservation groups and environmental ministries in 115 nations.
Agenda: to confront most pressing environmental problems, global warming to
deforestation, and address poverty and underdevelopment.
- Division of the world today is between "North" (North America, Japan, Europe) and
"South" (most of Asia, Africa and Latin America).
- Since the first summit in 1972 earth's environmental situation has deteriorated
* atmosphere: air pollution, depletion of ozone layer, greenhouse gasses increased
* deforestation: 500 million acres of trees lost (area 1/3 size of US)
* soil: 500 million tons soil (area size of India and France combined)
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* biodiversity: tens of thousands of species extinct
* waters: rivers, lakes, ocean pollution
- The idea behind the summit is, in the relaxed political climate of the end of the cold war
and growing environmental awareness, to persuade nations to look beyond national
interests and agree to basic changes in the way they treat the environment.
Issues
* resource consumption: developed countries of the North have grown accustomed to lifestyles that consume disproportionate amount of world's resources
- the US with 5% of world's population consumes 25% world's energy, emits
22% of all carbon dioxide
- India has 16% population, uses 3% energy, 3% of carbon dioxide emissions.
- countries of the South are exploiting irreplaceable global resources to exist to
provide for exploding populations
- only viable solution is to abandon these practices in favor of "sustainable
development": balancing economic requirements and ecological concerns
* global warming: fossil fuel consumption
- North has 10X energy use as South per capita
- if China and India rise to levels of France = 70% increase
- treaty proposal to cut emissions of CO2 to 1990 levels by 2000 - US would not sign
for fear of effect on business
* water\ocean pollution: rapidly declining fish stocks, plastics pollution, topsoil sediments,
pesticides, sewage, oil spills
- affecting coral reefs, also effect of warming of oceans waters
- treaty proposal to deal specifically with land-based pollution
- US favored strengthening existing international agreements
* deforestation: trees vital for role in scrubbing green-house gasses and preventing erosion,
shelter for species
- treaty to have North and South treat deforestation the same
- US wants to affect only South with controls because of logging in NW US
- South suggests North help to pay for preserving forests
* biodiversity: decline in species
- by year 2020 man will have wiped out 10-20% of 10 million species - at least 50%
in tropics
- treaty proposes identifying areas of importance to be targeted for preservation and
sovereign rights to genetics of species
- US will not comply with either provision
Effects of Population Growth
1950 = 2.5 billion
1990 = 5.3 billion
2000 = 6.3 billion
2020 = 8.5 billion
2050 = 10 billion
- 80% of deforestation due to population growth
* most agricultural land now tilled
* requires 2.3 million square miles more by 2050
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- ocean productivity demands
* rising demand will exceed what oceans can produce by 20% over next 20 years
* the catch of bluefin tuna have declined by 94% since 1970; follows classic "overfishing" pattern
* shark populations, other species similarly affected
- waste disposal: overshot ability already
* doubling of population = 55% increase in nitrates in waters
US Position
- World's richest nation and largest polluter stands in the way of environmental improvement
"the American life-style is not up for negotiation" - Bush Administration
- promised changes in current administration
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